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1 DAY: VENICE

Arrival at Venice airport, meet your 

assistance and private transfer to the hotel. 

Accommodation in your room.  Afternoon 

dedicated to the visit of the city  from 

the water. On board of a Gondola, you 

will floating along the canals of Venice. 

Overnight at the hotel. 

2 DAY: VENICE

After breakfast, morning at disposal for 

personal visit. We suggest a walking tour 

of this unique city through the most 

characteristic and important places for 

the history of Venice: St. Marco Square, 

Ducal Palace (outside), Rialto bridge. In the 

afternoon private excursion to discover the 

Murano island, to watch the antique art 

of making glasses. Then proceeds to the 

characteristic Island of Burano renowned 

for  lace making  and Torcello with its old 

Cathedral and its atmosphere of remote 

Venetian past. Return to St Mark’s Square. 

The rest of the day is free and at leisure. 

Overnight at the hotel.

3 DAY: VENICE - FLORENCE 

After breakfast, private transfer by water 

taxi to Piazzale Roma and transfer by car 

to Florence, “the Cradle of Renaissance”.  

Accommodation in hotel.  Free time for your 

personal visit of this enchanting city that 

gave birth to many of the men who have 

more profoundly influenced the course of 

human history in every field of knowledge, 

art, literature and philosophy or for a 

shopping tour in the prestigious boutique 

of the centre.  Overnight at the hotel.

4 DAY: FLORENCE – PISA

After breakfast, departure for an excursion 

through the fertile and picturesque Tuscan 

countryside to the historic university city 

of Pisa. Upon arrival in Pisa take a guided 

walking tour of Piazza dei Miracoli, with 

the celebrated Leaning Tower (exterior), 

the Baptistery (exterior) and other 

important monuments. This is followed by 

a visit to the interior of the Cathedral, an 

unrivalled masterpiece of Romanesque art 

constructed between the 11th and 12th 

centuries.  In the afternoon come back 

to Florence with a stop at Mc Arthur Glen 

Designer Outlet in Barberino di Mugello to 

have some shopping. Arrival in Florence. 

Overnight at the hotel.

5 DAY: FLORENCE – NAPLES

After breakfast, private car transfer to 

Naples, the Capital of the Campania Region. 

Its situated on the coast on the northern 

edge of the Bay of Naples, one of the most 

beautiful bays in Italy. Accommodation at 

the hotel. Day is free to personal visit or 

shopping in Naples fashion streets or the 

outlet in Naples surrounding or tasting of 

typical products. Overnight in Naples.

6 DAY: NAPLES – CAPRI & ANACAPRI

Today after breakfast, proceed for a full 

day excursion to Capri and Anacapri. From 
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the harbour you board the Jet boat (45 

minute) crossing to Marina Grande, the 

port of Capri to board the motorboats and 

visit the Blue Grotto (if weather and sea 

conditions permit). Later you proceed for 

a panoramic tour of Capri Island eventually 

arriving at Anacapri situated at 280 meters 

above sea level from where you will have 

a wonderful view of the bay of Naples. 

After lunch in a local restaurant (on your 

own) enter the port of Naples, don’t miss 

this opportunity to admire the splendid 

Certosa of San Martino & the Royal Palace 

(a fortress of the 12th century). Tour ends 

after disembarkation. Tonight, if you are 

seafood savvy you can indulge your self in 

Seafood dinner which is abundant and very 

good in Naples (on your own). Overnight at 

the hotel.

7 DAY: NAPLES – ROME 

After breakfast, private car transfer from 

Naples to the Eternal City Rome. Upon 

arrival, accommodation at  the hotel. In the 

afternoon take a complete tour of ancient 

Rome’s major sights by private car and skip 

the lines for the archaeological area. Gain 

your special access to the Colosseum and, 

once inside, breathe the bloody past of 

the amphitheatre and its atmosphere lead 

by passionate and expert guides. Admire 

the splendid arch of Constantine, climb up 

Palatine/Capitoline Hill. Overnight at the 

Hotel.

8 DAY: ROME

Breakfast in the Hotel. In the morning 

take the tour of the Vatican museums and 

Sistine Chapel and jump the queue! No 

stress to reach the area: upon arrival, your 

guide will lead you into the museums where 

you’ll visit one of the most important art 

collection of the world. Admire the beautiful 

spiral stairway, the gallery of tapestries 

and geographical maps, before arriving 

at the famous Sistine Chapel with its 

magnificent fresco of the Last Judgement 

by Michelangelo and the unforgettable 

Basilica! Private transfer back to the hotel 

and overnight.

9  DAY: ROME

Breakfast in the hotel. In the morning, 

according to your flight, private transfer 

from the hotel to Rome Airport.
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY BY DAY

DAY Accommodation

1° - 3° Hotel Amadeus, 4 stars or Hotel Ca’ Sagredo, 5 stars in Venice or similar

3°- 5° B4 Astoria Florence, 4 stars or Hotel Golden Tower, 5 stars in Florence or similar

5° - 7° Hotel Royal Continental, 4 stars or Grand Hotel vesuvio, 5 stars in Naples or similar

7° - 9° Hotel Massimo d’Azeglio, 4 stars or Hotel Ambasciatori Palace, 5 stars in Rome or similar

1° - 9° Accommodation in standard room in bed & breakfast

DAY Services/Excursions/Experiences/Meals

1° VENICE Private transfer from Venice Airport to Hotel; Private excursion with gondola

2° VENICE Private excursion to Murano, Burano and Torcello Islands  

3° VENICE - FLORENCE Private transfer in watertaxi from the hotel to Piazzale Roma; private car transfer from Venice to Florence

4° FLORENCE - PISA - FLORENCE Private excursion to Pisa, including private car and guide service

5° FLORENCE - NAPLES Private car transfer from Florence to Naples

6° NAPLES -  CAPRI ISLAND Private excursion to Capri & Anacapri

7° NAPLES - ROME Private car transfer from Naples to Rome; Private excursion, including private car and guide service in Rome

8° ROME Private excursion, including private car and guide service

9° ROME Private car transfer from hotel to Rome Airport
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